Abstract Reinforcement learning (RL) for a linear family of tasks is described in this paper. The key of our discussion is nonlinearity of the optimal solution even if the task family is linear; we cannot obtain the optimal policy using a naive approach. Although an algorithm exists for calculating the equivalent result to Q-learning for each task simultaneously, it presents the problem of explosion of set sizes. We therefore introduce adaptive margins to overcome this difficulty.
Introduction
Much attention has recently been given to reinforcement learning (RL) and related subjects in engineering and biological fields (Sutton and Barto 1998; Tsukada et al. 2007; Freeman 2007) . The purpose of this paper is to explain RL for a linear family of tasks. Such learning is useful in various scenes including time-varying environments, multi-criteria problems, and inverse RL (Natarajan and Tadepalli 2005, Hiraoka and Mishima 2006) . The family is defined as a weighted sum of several criteria. This family is linear in the sense that the reward is linear with respect to weight parameters. For instance, criteria of network routing include end-to-end delay, loss of packets, and the power level associated with a node (Natarajan and Tadepalli 2005) . Selecting appropriate weights beforehand is difficult in practice and we are compelled to use trial and error. In addition, appropriate weights might change someday. Parallel RL for all possible weight values is desirable in such cases.
The key of our discussion is nonlinearity of the optimal solution; it is not linear but actually piecewise linear, which implies that we cannot obtain the best policy using the following naive approach.
1. Find the value function for each criterion. 2. Calculate their weighted sum to obtain the total value function. 3. Construct a policy based on the total value function.
A typical example is presented in the Experiments section.
Piecewise linearity of the optimal solution has been pointed out independently in Kaneko et al. (2005) and Natarajan and Tadepalli (2005) . The latter is intended at fast adaptation under time-varying environments. The former is our previous report; we have tried to obtain optimal solutions for various weight values all together, and we have developed an algorithm that gives an exactly equivalent solution to Q-learning for each weight value. However, it presents difficulty with the explosion of set size. This difficulty is not a problem of the algorithm but an intrinsic characteristic of Qlearning for the weighted criterion model.
We introduced a simple approximation with a 'margin' into the decision of convexity first (Hiraoka and Mishima 2006) . Then we improved it so that we obtain an interval estimation, and we can monitor the approximation effects (Yoshida et al. 2007) . In this paper, we propose adaptive adjustment of margins.
In a margin-based approach, we must manage large sets of vectors in the first stage of learning. The peak of the set size tends to be large if we set a small margin to obtain an accurate final result. The proposed method reduces the worry of this trade-off. By changing margins appropriately through learning steps, we can enjoy a small set size in the first stage with large margins and an accurate result in the final stage with small margins.
Below, the weighted criterion model is defined first, and parallel RL for it is described. Then the difficulty of set size is pointed out and margins are introduced. Adaptive adjustment of margins is also proposed there. Its behavior is verified experimentally; a conclusion is presented finally.
Weighted criterion model
An ''orthodox'' RL setting is assumed for states and actions as follows.
-The time step is discrete (t = 0, 1, 2, 3, …).
-The state set S and the action set A are finite and known. -The state transition rule P is unknown. -The state s t is observable.
-The task is a Markov decision process (MDP).
The reward r t?1 is given as a weighted sum of partial rewards r 1 tþ1 ; . . .; r M tþ1 :
We assume that the partial rewards r 1 tþ1 ; . . .; r M tþ1 are also observable, but that their reward rules Rð1Þ; . . .; RðMÞ are unknown. Multi-criteria RL problems of this type have been introduced independently in Kaneko et al. (2004) and Natarajan and Tadepalli (2005) .
We hope to find the optimal policy p Ã b for each weight b that maximizes the expected cumulative reward with a given discount factor 0 \ c \ 1, Proof Neither P nor p depend on b from assumptions. Hence, the joint distribution of (s 0 , a 0 ), (s 1 , a 1 ), … is independent of b: It implies linearity.
( 
is still FML as a function of b; where a [ 0 is the learning rate.
Proof There exists a nonempty finite set Xðs; aÞ & R M such that Q b ðs; aÞ ¼ max q2Xðs;aÞ ðq Á bÞ for each (s,a). Then
because max x f ðxÞ þ max y gðyÞ ¼ max x;y ðf ðxÞ þ gðyÞÞ holds in general. The setX is finite;
These propositions imply that (1) the true Q Ã b is FML, and (2) its estimation Q b is also FML, as long as the initial estimation is FML.
Parallel Q-learning for all weights
A parallel Q-learning method for the weighted criterion model has been proposed in Hiraoka and Mishima (2006) . The estimation Q b for all b 2 R M are updated all together in parallel Q-learning.
In this method, Q b ðs; aÞ for each (s,a) is treated in an FML expression: with a certain set Xðs; aÞ & R M : We store and update X(s,a) instead of Q b ðs; aÞ on the basis of Propositions 2 and 3. Although a naive update rule has been suggested in the proof of Proposition 3, it is extremely redundant and inefficient. We require several definitions to describe a better algorithm.
Definition 2 An element c 2 X is redundant if
Definition 3 We use X y to represent non-redundant elements in X.
Note that FML
X y ¼ FML X (Natarajan and Tadepalli 2005).
Definition 4
We define the following operations:
With these operations, the updating rule of X is described as the following (Hiraoka and Mishima 2006) .
Xðs tþ1 ; aÞ
The initial value of X at t = 0 is Xðs; In fact, X y is well known to be equal to the vertices in the convex hull of X (Hiraoka and Mishima 2006) . Efficient algorithms of the convex hull have been developed in computational geometry (Preparata and Shamos 1985) . Using them, we can calculate the merged set ðX t
The sum set ðX Á X 0 Þ has also been studied as Minkowski sum algorithms (Bekker and Roerdink 2001; Fukuda 2004; Fogel and Halperin 2006) . Its calculation is particularly easy for two-dimensional convex polygons (Fig. 1) .
Before closing the present section, we note an FML version of the Bellman equation in our notation. Theoretically, we can use successive iteration of this equation to find the optimal policy when we know P and R; although we must take care of numerical error in practice.
(1) 
In particular, the next equation holds if the state transition is deterministic: 
in the same way as (4). Consequently, X* is equal to X 0 , except for redundancy.
(
Interval operations
Under regularity conditions, Q-learning has been shown to converge to Q* (Jaakkola et al. 1994) . That result implies pointwise convergence of parallel Q-learning to Q Ã b for each b because of Proposition 3. From Proposition 2, Q Ã b ðs; aÞ is expressed with a finite X*(s,a). However, as presented in Fig. 1 , the number of elements in the set X(s,a) increases monotonically; it never 'converges' to X*(s,a). This is not a paradox: the following assertions can be true simultaneously (Fig. 2 ).
1. Vertices of convex polygons P 1 , P 2 , … increase monotonically. 2. P t converges to a convex polygon P* in the sense that the volume of the difference
The function FML P t ðÁÞ converges pointwise to FML P Ã ðÁÞ:
In short, pointwise convergence of a piecewise-linear function does not imply convergence of the number of pieces.
We can interpret the mechanism of this trouble as follows. The updating rule (7) is divisible into three procedures:
-Shrink the previously estimated polygon slightly.
-Obtain an instantaneously estimated polygon and shrink it. -Merge them using the Minkowski sum Á:
Then we notice that iterations of these procedures yield many small edges. It is not a problem of the algorithm because of Proposition 4. It is an intrinsic characteristic of pointwise Q-learning of the weighted criterion model for each weight b:
We attempted a simple approximation with a small 'margin' at first (Hiraoka and Mishima 2006) to overcome this difficulty. Then we introduced interval operations to monitor the approximation error (Yoshida et al. 2007 ðbÞ for X = L,U. It is guaranteed that the effect of the approximation can be ignored when the difference between Q L and Q U is sufficiently small. The updating rules of X L and X U are the same as those of X, except for the following approximations after every calculation of t and Á:
Lower approximation for X L : A vertex is removed if the change of the measure (area for M = 2, volume for (Fig. 3 left) .
Upper approximation for X U : A facet (edge for M = 2, face for M = 3) is removed if the change of the measure of CH X U (s,a) is smaller than a threshold U /2 (Fig. 3 right) .
In this paper, we propose an automatic adjustment of the margins L , U . The procedures described below are update update update performed at every step t after the updating of X L , X U . The symbol X represents L or U here. n s , n w C 1 and h Q ,h X C 0 are constants.
1. Check the changes of set sizes and interval width compared to those of the previous ones. Namely, check these values:
where |Z| is the number of elements in Z, and " b is selected beforehand. 2. Increase of the set size suggests a need of thinning, whereas the increase of the interval width suggests the need for more accurate calculation. Modify margins as
To avoid underflow, we set Xnew = min if Xnew is smaller than a constant min .
On numerical errors
We must alleviate a pitfall, numerical instability, in implementation of the proposed algorithm. As explained earlier, iterations of shrinkage procedures yield very small edges in updating by (7). They cause degeneration in numerical calculations; the obtained new vertices can be severely wrong in the upper approximation. Individual checks of such cases are onerous and oversights often worry us.
It is nonsense to try to satisfy Q b ðs; aÞ Q U b ðs; aÞ exactly here because the input (the previously calculated X U ) itself contains numerical errors already. Each point in Fig. 3 should be viewed as a vague disk; we must accept errors that are comparable with these disks. This acceptance simplifies the process.
Before upper approximations, we apply lower approximations to X U with a small fixed margin 0 L that corresponds to the above discussion. They remove overly small edges that might cause trouble otherwise.
Experiments with a basic task of weighted criterion
We have verified behaviors of the proposed method through experiments with a basic task. Although this task is simple, it illustrates a typical nonlinearity of the weighted criterion model: five kinds of optimal policies appear depending on the weight.
We set S ¼ fS; G; A; B; X; Yg; A ¼ fUp; Down; Left; Rightg; s 0 = S, and c = 0.8 (Fig. 4 ) (Hiraoka and Mishima 2006) . Each action causes a deterministic state transition to the corresponding direction except at G, where the agent is moved to S irrespective of its action. Rewards 1, 4b, b are offered respectively at s t = G, X, Y. The state is unchanged and a negative reward (-1) is added further if a t is an action to 'outside wall' at s t = G. It is a weighted criterion model of M = 2, because it can be written as the form r tþ1 ¼ b Á r tþ1 for r tþ1 ¼ ðr 1 tþ1 ; r 2 tþ1 Þ and b ¼ ðb; 1Þ: The optimal policy changes depending on the weight b. Hence, the optimal value function is nonlinear with respect to b ( Table 1 ). Note that the second pattern (S?A?Y) in Table 1 cannot appear on the naive approach in the introduction.
(1) outside = wall (-1) Fig. 4 Task for experiments. It has 6 states (S, G, A, B, X, Y) and 4 actions (Up, Down, Left, Right). Numbers in parentheses are reward values. Five kinds of optimal policies appear depending on the weight parameter b Table 1 Optimal state-value functions and optimal policies for the task in The proposed algorithm is applied to this task with parameters a = 0.7, (n s ,
The initial margin L = U at t = 0 is a 10 -1 , 10 -4 , 10 -7 , 10 -10 , 10 -13 . The agent selects the estimated optimal action a tþ1 ¼ argmax a2A Q L " b ðs t ; aÞ with probability 0.8, and it takes a random action otherwise. On this task, we can replace convex hulls with upper convex hulls in our algorithm because b is restricted to the upper half plane (Hiraoka and Mishima 2006) . We add imaginary vertical edges to both ends in Fig. 3 for upper approximation. We also assume |b| B 10 : b max and we safely remove the edges on both ends in Fig. 3 if the absolute value of their slope is greater than b max for lower approximation.
Averages of 1000 trials are shown in Fig. 5 for t = 0, 500, 1000, 1500, …. The proposed algorithm is robust to a wide range of initial margins. It realizes reduced set sizes and a small interval width simultaneously; these requirements are a trade-off in the conventional fixedmargin algorithm (Yoshida et al. 2007) (Fig. 6) . The proposed algorithm still works for inappropriate factor parameters n s and n w , although they cause an inappropriate balance between the above requirements (Figs. 7 and 8) . It can fail if the parameters are further inappropriate; we have observed U &10 13 at t = 300 when we set L = U = 0.1 at t = 0, n s = 5.0, n s = 1.005, and h X = 1. Another problem is slow convergence of the interval width Q U -Q L compared to that of the fixed-margin algorithm.
Conclusion
A parallel RL method with adaptive margins is proposed for the weighted criterion model. Its behaviors are verified experimentally with a basic task. Adaptive margins realize reduced set sizes and accurate results. ). Left: set size. Right: interval width A problem of the adaptive margins is parameter tuning. Although it is robust for initial margins, inappropriate factor parameters can cause an inappropriate balance between the above criteria. Another problem is slow convergence of the interval between upper and lower estimations. These points must be studied further. 
